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STANDARD BIKOL

The kind of bikol which is understood, respected, and

acceptable threugethe Bike]. provinces is that spoken in

Naga City and certain other areas (including Legazpi City).

This is "Standard Bikel," referred to by the people of the

Bikel provinces as "pure" Silva, "national" Bikol, and "Naga"

Bike', since it is most readily associated with the speech of

people from Naga City in Camarines Sur.

The grammatical description which fellows is an attempt

to describe only the mest basic structural pattemns of Bikel

as it
is spoken in Legazpi and Naga.

DIALECT AREAS

Bikel dialects can be roughly divided into six areas:

(1) Standard Bikel, spoken through-out Camarines Sur

(except for the Rinconada section), easternmost

Albay, and four zunicipalities in Sersegon.

In Camarines Matte, although standard Bikel is spoken

in some areas, Tagalog is dominant. Duet, it is said,

is half Tagalog-speaking and half- Bikel-speaking.

(2) The Rincenada dialects of Bula, Buhi, Base, Nabua,

and Iriga, clustered together it the southern base of

Gamarines Sur.

(3)

(4)

Northern Catanduanea

Southern Catamduanes

(5) The Central and western sections of Albay

(6) Sersogen, portions of which have been much influenced

by Waray -Waray free neighboring Samar.

The language and dialects of Masbate are basicly Visayan,

with the major influence being Cebuano.
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DIALECT DIFFERENCES

The major differences betweenAdialects are lexical first,

and then phonological differences (largely intonation patterns).

The structural patterns remain, generally, such the same, with

occasionally alternate forms with identical functions, e.g. NAGA

in Daraga fUndtions the same as NAG +cv. Lexical items,differing

re-
among various dialects,which will cause the most troubleAlearning

will be those items of extremely high frequency, such as words for

negation, deictics, demonstratives, fUnctien words (subject markers,

goal markers) etc.

LITERARY BIKOL

There is a particular kind of Bikol, called Deep Bikol

(hararom na Hilo)) by Bikolanos, which stands apart frog the

colloquial speech of everyday use. This literary Bikol,

with its special vocabulary and structures reserved for its

uses, will be found in writing, speechedsenevenas, poetry,

Noy tae t3 f-ar* used by people in their seventies and upwards. In a

speech, for example, BALAKID might be used fir DAKUL, the

colloquial form; HULL TA fir TA (because), ASIN (and) fir

SAKA /k3UDA (and), etc.



UN BIKGL DIALECTS

The following was taken from an article written for the Nicol Teachers'
College student magazine. It was written by Hiss Iluminada Bite, whose
junior year phonetics students have gathered, over a five-year period
from 1962 to 1967, an impressive six volumes analyzing the phonology
of Bikol dialects in seventy-eight Bikol-speaking towns.

The analyses of the Bicel spoken in the aforementioned (78) towns
which were done with great interest by the students to the satisfaction
of their instructor, showed that the Bicol segmental phonemes include:
16 to 17 consonants, 3 to 6 vowels, and 4 to 8 dipthongs. The consonants
common to most of the Bicol varieties are: Akdghlimnngprst
w y ?/. A unique voiced velar sound, whic4 is a cross of the /g/ and the

4./ sounds, is found only in Buhi. The /el, a dental-palatal sound
which is a cross of the /7/ and the /1/ sounds, is found in the towns of

Virac, Bate, Baras, San Niguel, and Gigmoto, in Catanduanee.

The vowels common to most varieties are: e a o u/. A sixth vowel
is found in the dialects of Daraga, Camalig, Jovellar, Guinobatan, Pioduran,

Lisa., Oas, and Polangui, in Albay; Donsol, in Sermon; and Buhi and

Iriga, in Camarines Sur. This vowel is produced in the same point in the
mouth as the English /U/ in book , but the lips are spread rather than
slightly prelded. Other findings about Bicol vowels are that the Nabua
dialect has only three vowels: / i a u/; Daraga, Guinobatan, Donsol, Buhi,
and Iriga, have four: /i a u UO; Pelangui has five: /i a o u UO; and

Camalig, Lisa., Oas, and Jovellar have six: iieaouU0,

The common dipthongs are? /iw aw ay ay uy/. The dialects that have

the /U* / sound have other dipthorio that involve this sound. .duhi has

a unique dipthoni; sound that involves the special consonant in its sound

syftem, found in its term for astmia. Viraciand other towns tot have the

/ sound have the additional dIpth ngs1/44./, sound in /bagoe/s meaning

coconut shell; and /ayl/ found in /kuday'/, meaning fence.

Consona* clusters are very rare in Bice'. The few that occur in
initial position are: /bl br bw by kl kr kw ky pl pr pw py dr dw dy gi
sr gw tr is tw ty sw sy rw ry lw ly mw hw/. The majority of these are

found in words borrowed frau English Jr Spanish. Some of these occur in

the dial position when a prefix, like ka-, or Eu-, is used in the word.

Examples are: Acaklase/, meaning "classmate"; and /1/1879Yano/, meaning

"to play the piano.g..

Consonant clusters never occur in final position. Only in the speech

of those whose knowledge of English pronunciation is quite good will one

hear a final consonant cluster in words adopted from English.

The suprasegmertal phonemes presented in the comparative charts are

practically the same for all the varieties of Bicol.
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&mato of Standard Bikol

CONSONANTS: /pbtdkganngrawyh17/

The voiceless stops / p t k / are unaspirated.

Velar.nasal /ng/ occurs word initial.

Consonant /r/ is a single-tap /r/.

Glottal stop /?/ precedes words vowel initial.

VOWELS: /Joao u/

Vowel /i/ has two allophones Ti? as in "beat"

/17 as in "bit"

Vowel /a/ has a single allophone 4/ as in "tot," "father"

Vowel /u/ has two allophones .1147 similar to "book"

1i7 similar to "bra ht" but
shorter and made higher
and farther back.

of.

Since /e/ does not contrast minimally with it
could also be presented as an allophone of /i/. In
the dialects that use /e/ (many areas substitute /i/
for /e/) the sound is usually represented by "e" in
the orthography: KAHtkAK (pity), MAHAik (go out).

Since /u /, similar to "b_ ", does not mummit contrast
minimally with allophones [u] or.147, then it too
could be presented as a third allophone of /u/.
This sound IV is generallyirequired when the accepted
orthography uses "u:" DAKOL (much, many),
TANG (borrow).

I (plenty),



STRESS; Bike]. differentiates between strong stress and weak stress.

In the following grammatical description strong stress is

marked

//\/ signals strong stress followed by a glottal Asp:

SIR (fish)

8Aita (mine)

/V signals primary stress on the penultimate syllable and

a glottal stop on the marked syllable:

NAMONDU (got sad)

NAbUTA (went blind)

Between vowels a hyphen / - / signals a glottal stops

ANION (here)

KA-RCN (that)

In standard orthography such words are written ANION, KAAN.

A few words have been transcribed with no i9dication of a

glottal stop: i DAI (DA-I), TATAd (TATA-0).
4'

Where a vowel is reduplicated it is assumed there is a glo%al

stop between them: NAG -IINUM (drinking) is pronounced NAG-I-INIUM.
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1.. ItIAG. verbs. Actor Focus
10...444AU- verbs - actor Focus
12...M. verbs (intransitive) - Actor Focus
15....ON verbs . Object Focus
20..MAF. verbs (transitive) - Object Focus
24Pronouns

verbs Locative Focus

311/Api -AN verbs Locative Focus
321. verbs . Benefactive Focus
35.... Focus contrasts
41...Imperatives
42..Subject markers, goal markers
1,3.... agents

44...Negation
46..Linkers
47....rxistential 'sentences
49..eictics
51.... Demonstratives
53.Adjectives
56... fours
56..Filler words
57.... 4N0 as verb
58...;Prelitics
62..."Pseuen" verbs
63...PA causitive

P3urall ty
65 rirecti7nal marker 3A
66....rxclamatory sentences
67...Polite forms
68...Some miscs affixes



HAG- verbs

past present

NAG- NAG4cv

future imperative-plus

14A- NAG-

-1114-

reet alone

The NAG- affixes express volitional - voluntary - action.

Past action is formed by NAG-ilem the verb root. This signals

completed action and corresponds to the English past tense.

NAGARAT wrote

NAGCRAdAHO worked

MG-With arrived

NAG15;;;GAN ran

Present action is formed by NAGrtcv. CV stands fir the reduplicated

first syllable of the verb root, C being the first wensenant,

V the first vowel.
NAG cv signals an imperfective er not-necessarily completed

action.
From verb roots SURAT, HASA, DALAGAN:

NAGSUSURAT writing

NAGBABASA reading

NAGDADALAGAN running

Because all Bike]. words beginning in a vowel are preceded by a

glottal step, all verb roots are considered as beginning with

CV. Thus, the first syllable of roots IN1]4 (drink) and ABET

(arrive) is o2ift and X12 a," each vowel preceded by a glottal

stop wnicn is censidereu a consonant. From these roots:

NAG-IINUM drinking

NAG-AABOT arriving
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laith verb roots beginning in a consonant cluster the first
vowel is reduplicated. From MADAM (work):

NAGTATRABANSO working

The present action forms, signalAng imperfective (not-
necessarily completed) action, correspond to a number of
English tenses. NAGSUSURAT AKO, depending on the context,
could be translatebd in the following ways:

1. Simple (habitual) present tense

NAGSWORAT AKO AGA-AGA. I write every morning.

2. Past habitual ("used to/would")

KAN tau SADIT PA, NAGSUbOHAT AKO. When I was a child I used to write.

3. Present progressive

NAGSUS6RAT AKU NGUNYAN. Vim writing new.

4. Past progressive

NAGSUSURAT AKO KAN MAG-ABOT KA. I was writing when you arrived.

5. "itSentl......eUru......1)39breleSiVO

HAMM= °RAS NA AKONG NAGSUSURAT. live been writing for two hours.

6. Past perfect progressive

hADUKANG ()RAS NA AKONG NAGSUSURAT I had been writing for two hours

KAN HAG-ABUT KA. when you arrived.

Thus, NAG-vcv can signal both habitual action (present and past) and

continuing action (present and past). The term "present" is used for
this form because its meet frequent uses are for present actions - both

habitual and continuing.



Future action is formed by MA the verb root. This signals action

that "will" happen or is "going t." happen.

MABASA will read/ going t. read

Mk -INOM will drink/ going t. drink

MAKANTA will sing/ going to sing

Where English sometimes uses BE ING to indicate future

meaning (e.g. "I'm graduating next June.") Bikl uses only one

affix indicating future action:*

IlLAEN KA? inhere are you going?

WW1 KA? Are you going out?

&LAMS AX6. I'm going outside.

Imperative: plus action is formed by MAG-t the verb root. One use
of this affix is the command; "plus" stands for its other uses.

1. Commands.

HAG - , -UM- (an infix), and the verb root alone are all used
to signal affirmative commands,

MAGStRAT KA. Write.

hAG-INoM KA. Drink.

BUMALIK KA.

DUKIGDI KA.

TUKAW,

DAGOS.

Come again.

Come here.

Sit down,

Come in.

* There s a segond kind of future action signaled by MAGIfrov, but

this is
i

use°, infrequently.
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The pronouns KA and KA)O are used with HAG- and -UM- commands,
but not when the root alone is used fir the imperative.

For "Let's" (hortatory) commands, NAG- is used:

NAGDUHAN KITat Let's go there.

kAGKAWAT Na KITA. Let's play now.

HAG- is used for all negative commanas:

DAI KA MAGTUKAW. Donut zz.;3,z.ci..31 sit down.

DAI KA HAGTV.DOG. Don't stand up.

4. MAG- is used following certain "pseudo" verbs (uninflected helping
verbs):

TATA6 KA NA 1'ALAN MAGB1KOL.
So you're speaking Bike'. nowt

PUEDL KAMONG MAGDUMAN PIRME.
You can always go there.

GUST() KO MAN MAGIT6M.
I want to get tan (black).

3. LAG- follows KAN ("when" with a
a future meaning), M&SKI ("even
same other words which indicate
occur in the future.

past meaning), KON ("if/when" with
if" with a future meaning), and
that the action of the verb will

KUN NAGTARAN KANG LUWAY-LUWAY HAKiKASABOT AKO.
If you speak slowly, I'll be able to understand.

KON AK6 EAGDIGUI, NAKARIGUS ALCL.

When I come here I'll take a swim (batn) .

The &boy e example contrasts with "when" in the habitual meaning:

KUL% AlW LAGDIVIGOI NAGKluaiGUs
Whenever I come here I take a swim (bath).

NAG-AADAL AKO KAN liAG-AtoT KA.
I was studying when you arrived.
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4. NAG- follows adjectives l° miner:

MAGAYON KANG MAGBAYLE.
You dance beautiftilly,

MALUWAY S IYANG MAGDALGAN.
He runs slowly.

Other volitional verb forms

Past action: An infix, -MIN-, carries the same signal as NAG-
and indicates a completed (perfective) action.
As with all infixes, -UMIN.- follows the first

consonant of the root r precedes the root if it

begins in a vowel:

/ /
KUNINU-A AKaG BOLA.
/ got a ball.

UMINIBA KAKI blYA.
We went with him.

J

Present action: MINA-, a prefix corresponding to NAG cv in the habitual

present meaning is a stylistic adernment:

DAt PAGLINGAWA AN A.B.C. GIN
INUMON.NA MINADULOT
KIN HUSTONG KA- OC4AIAN.

Don't forget A.B.C. Gin,
A drink that Alms
Real happiness. (from a radio comzercial)

MINA-, colloquially, is used with KON to mean "whenever/

everytime..."

A
KON MINATARAM AK6 MAY SALA.
rihenever I speak I make a mistake.
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MINA- may also be used to signal "was about to :"

MINADIGDI KUTA AKO PERO NAG -GRAN.

I As about to come, but it rained,

MINA-INUM SIYA PERO NAHULOG.
She was about to drink, but she fell down.

Used to express "to do X like a Y:"

MINALANGUY SIYA GAR6 SIR1.
He swiss like a fish,

MINAKATUROG AKO GAR() LANA.
I sleep like a log (oil).

NuTES ABOUT STASob:

1. M" becomes MA- when the verb root ends in a

stressed syllable. The root, with MA- attached,

loses its original primary stress.

BAKAL becomes MABAKAL

DIMAN becomes MADMAN

IBA becomes MA-IBA

will buy

will go (there)

will accompany

2. NAG 'cv becomes NAG cv when the abovementioned

condition pertains; the root, in this case, maintains

its original primary stress,

NAGBIBAKiLL NAGDUD1MAN NAG-IIBA
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Contrasting examples .f colloquial MAC- (volitional) forme

Past

Present

Future

'runerative-plus

NAGHAKAL AKONG SIRA.
I bought (some/a) fish.

HUMINAKAL AKUNG SIRA.
I bought (some/a) fish.

NAGBABAKAL AKONG SIR.
I buy (same/a) fish.
I'm buying (some /a) fish.

I was buying (some/a) fish. etc.

MABAKAL AKUNG SIRA.
I'll buy (some/a) fish.
I'm going to buy (some/a) fish.

haNG ;Zia.
Buy (same/a) fish.

BUMA61 ICANG SIRA.
iluy (some/a) fish.

TATA0
PlJEDE AKONG MAGBAKAL NIN SIRA.
DAPAT
I know how to
I can buy (some/a) fish.
I ought t.

KAIPOHAN.
GUSTO 'KONG MAGBAKAL NIN SIRA.
HAW
I need to
I want t. buy (some/a) fish.
I don't want ti

like t.



KAN HAGBAKAL AKONG
When I bought (some/a) fish....

KON MAGBAKAL AKONG
When/if I buy (some/a) fish...

MASKI MAGBAKAL AX6NG SIRA...

Sven if I buy (some/a) fish...

DAT KA NAGBAKAL NIN srdi.
Don't buy (any/a) fish.

MAGSAKAL KITANG
Let's buy (some/a) fish.

MATIBAY AKONGMAGBitKAL NIN SIRA.

I'm good at buying fish.

Past NAGGIBO AKONG KAWATAN.
I made a toy.

Present

Future

GUMINIBO AKONG KAWATAN.
I made a toy.

NAGGIGII3O AKONG KAWATAN.

I make toys.
Ism making a toy.
I was making a toy. etc.

MAGIBO AKtiNG KAWkTAN.
I'll make a toy.
I'm going to make a toy.

Imperative-plus MAGGi60 KANG KAWhAN.
Flake a toy.

Cada) LANG KAWATAN.
Flake a toy.

D4I KM LAGGIAJ NIN KAWATAN.
Don't make a. toy.

MAGGIou KITANG KiaATAN.
Lets make a toy.



TATAU 1
DAPAT f au NU tiAGGid.) NiN
AWE j
I know how to
I should/ ought to make
I can/may

KAWICTAN.

a toy.

GUSTO
KAIr3HAN 'KONG MAGGIBO NIN KAWATAN.
HMO
I want to /like to

I need to ,make a toy.
I don't want to

like to

KAN MAGGiB0 AKONG KAWATAN...
When I made a toy

KON MAGGIBU AKONG KAWATAN...
When/if I make a toy...

MASK' MAGGIBO AKONG KAWATAN...
Even if I make a toy...,

MAGAYON AKONG MAGGIBONG KAWATAN.
I make toys beautifully.

AJDITIONAL U6E6 UN' NAG- affixes

1. waking yens from borrowed nouns: MAGTAXI, LAG -FaUG

2. to speak a language: MAG-BIKOL, M0.- ENGLISH.

3. to play an instrumentO: NAG-PIANO

4. to ride a vehicle: MAGBISIKLETA, MAGAEROPLANO

5, to express a quotation: NAG-HELLD SIYA ( "He

said 'Hell*. 19



MAKA- verbs

past present future imperative-plus

3 .

NAKA- NAKAKA MAKA1CA- MAKA-

The NAKA- forms express potential and ability, among other things,
and correspond most frequently to the English "can" and "be able to,"

The past (perfective) form, NAKA- verb root, can expresses three things:
1. "was able to"

DAI SIYA NAKADUMAN.
She wasn't able to go (there).

NAKA-ABOT AKO ALAS MICE.
Ims able to arrive at 12 of clock.

2. "have/had ad" corresponding to the English present/past

perfect tenses completed action).

NAKATARAM NA AKO.
I have already spoken.

PAGHIL4 KU NAKAL1NGAW KA NA.
I thought you had forgotten.

HALO' KA NA DAI NAKADIGDI.
You haven't visited (come bj) in a long time.

3. "happened t. 2" "accidently

NAKAHILING AKO SAM KASU -ODMA.
I happened to see her yesterday.

This "accidental" meaning of NAKA- contrasts with the volitional

meaning expressed by NAG-:

NAGTONGTONG AKO SA IKOG KAN IKUS.
I stepped (intentionally) on the cat's tail.

NAKATONGTONG. AKO SA IKOG KAN IKUS.
I happened to step on the cat's tail.
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The present (imperfective) firm, NAKAKA-tverb mt., generally

corresponds t "can" and "be able to,"

NAKAKABASA SIYA KI MARHAY.
He can read well.

NAKAKAB1KCLNA SIYA.
He can speak Bikel already.

The future firm, MAKAKA runt, cerrespends to "can ( future)" and

"will be ab e to."

1NDA SANA KON NU-AgU AKiblIkKAKADUMAN.
I'm net sure when I can gu.

NAKAKALAKiW-LAKAW KITH SA GA.
We can walk around tomorrow.

leicustoz,Tilm ALA rut, is used in netiative commands

and other environments where MAG- is used (e.g. following "pseudo"

verbs, KAN/KON/MASKI, adjectives of manner).

DAI KA MAKALINGAW1
Don't forget!

GUSTO KONG MAKA-ABOT ALAS DOS.
I want to be able to arrive at 2 el clock.

MAKA- prefernces: some verbs show a preference fir the MAKA- affixes

over the MAG- affixes. Some f these are the verbs fir ft* learn"

(MAKANU -OD in Naga, MAKA-UKOD in Legazpi), "to forget" (MAKALINGAW),

"to understand" (MAKASAI3OT), "to remember" (MAKAROMDOM). Verbs if

the senses, especially "to see" and "to hear" tend to occur most

frequently with the MAKA- affixes.

STRESS: NAKAKA-and MAKAKA-are always stressed on the second syllable.

MA- and ?AKA- are stressed NAKA- and MAKA- only when the

verb root has primary stress en the final syllable.

NAKABAKAL, MAKABAKAL NAKA-ABUT, MAKA-ABOT
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MA- verbs

vast present future erative-plus

NA- NA cv MA cv MA-

1A- forms are intransitive and express involuntary (internal)

action. The only kind of object MA- verbs take is a dative one:

NADAGIT SIYA SAKO.
She got angry at me,

NAHOMUNDU AKO SAIYA.
I miss her.

NASUSUPOG SIlQDA SAIMU.
They're embarrassed in front of rm.

MA- verbs generally correspond to the English "get/beceme /be

adjective ," e.g. "Getbecome/be hungry."

NabbPOS bIYA. she got embarrassed.
NAGUTOk SI LITO. Lite got hungry.

present:
hA6UoiduG Line s embarrassed.

XAGUarriah bI L1T0. Lit.'s hungry.

ftzture:

MASUSUPOG SIYA. She'll get embarrassed.

MAGUGUTOM SI LIZ. Lite will get hungry.

amperative-plus:
DAI KA MASUPOG..
HAW KONG MAWARA.

Don't be shy/ don't get embarrassed.
I don't want to get lost.

6tress: The reduplicated syllable - CV - has a primary. stress

when the verb rest has final stress. From WARA:

NAWAWARA getting lost/ gets lost

EAPIAWAKA will get lost



Past forms of some common MA verbs:

NAPIRT

NAPAGAL SIYA.

NAMUNDU SIYA.

He got sleepy.

He got tired.

He got sad/ lonely.

hAGUTOM SIYA. He got hungry.

NADAGIT SIYA. He got mad/ angry. (Legazpi)

NA-ANGGOT SIYA. He get mad/ angry. (Naga)

NA6UPOG

NWARA SIYA.

NATUROG SIYA.

MAMA SIYA.

NABU-A SIYA.

He get embarrassed.

He got lest.

He fell asleep.

He went blind.

He went crazy.

NAthUhOuG QiYA. He went deaf.

NALIPuT SIYA.

NATANUT SIYA.

He got cold.

He get scared.
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SUMARY CHART CF LAJOR "ACTIVE" AFFIXES

Past present future imperative-plus

"volitional"

m potential"

"internal"

NAG- NAG 'cv M4- MAG-
-1114-

root alone

NAKA- NAKAKA- NAKAKA- MAKA-

NA- NA cv MA-+ cv MA-

The three series of affixes already presented all belong to

a category that will be referred to as the AMOR FOCUS. These

affixes, aside from the category they belong to, will be referred

to as "active." Of these "active" series the MAO- group may be

remembered as "volitional", the NAKA- group as "potential" affixes,

and the MA- group as showing "internal" (rather than external) action.

Jasically, Bikol verb affixes can be divided into two groups, those

which form "active" constructions and those which form "passive's

constructions. Of the former there is one major category, the

ACTOR FOCUS, and of the later there are three categories, a brief

description of which now follows.
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"PASSIVE" CONSTRUCTIONS

While it is important to understand the meaning of TENSE and how it
relates to the English verb system, the same idea is present to

a much lesser degree in Bikol. The important thing, in Bike' (correspond-
ing to the key importance of "tense" in English) is ?pos.

In English the inflections ( ed, ing, s) have to do
With time
In Barrthe inflections (Rag-, -UR-, Nakaka-, -IN- etc.) have to d
with focus.

Focus has to do with that is tieing talked about. Which affix is
applied to the verb root depends on what is being talked about or
focused on.

With the "active" affixes (Z AG-, RAKA-, MA-) it is the doer of the
action - the actor - that is being talked about, focused on.
With the "passive" affixes it is the receiver of the action that
is being focused on, talked about.

The following is the first of three major categories of "passive"
construction in Bikol:

OBJECT FOCUS: -ON verbs

past present future imperative-plus

-IN- -IN- cv cv -ON -ON

PIG- PIG- cv

The infix -IN- alternates with PIG- in common usage with no
difference in meaning.

The suffix eON alternates with -A in affirmative commands.
Hoots ending in q vowel (not followed by a glottal stop)

add -HON or -HA_
GIBOH0b, GIBUHA (from GIBO: make)

PAG- -ON is bligaturily used for negative commands.
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OBJECT FOCUS (-ON) vs. ACTOR FOCUS (AG-. MAKA-)

object Focus affixes (OF) are used when the thing being talked
about (focused (4) is a specific, definite thing.

Actor Focus affixes (AF) are used when the thing being talked
about (focused on) is a non-specific, indefinite thing.

(AF) MAGBAKAL AKO NIN
I boughta fish.

(OF) BINAKAL KO AN SIRA.
I bought the fish.

An indefinite object in English is marked by "a," "some," or the Aural.
A fish, some fish, and fish (either plural or fish in general) are all
indefinite, non-specific. In Bikol they will be marked by ..41G (following
and attached to a word ending it, a vowel) or NIN (following a word

ending in a consonant) or another non-specific object marker (such as
KI, the preferred marker in Legazpi). These markers all indicate that
the object is non-specific. The verb in such sentences will generally
be affixed with line if the NAG- series or MAKA- series.

A specificodefinite object in English is marked by the, or a demonstrative
(21.1410 that), a pronoun (her, them)(a house). In 'Aka the specific
object will be marked by a special subject marker - AN, SU (the preference
in Legazpi), SI (the preference in Naga) before common nouns. If the
specific object is a person it will be marked by SI. The only specific
objects which are net marked as such are the nominative pronouns (AKO, IKA,
SIYA, KITA, KAI1I, KAMO, SINDA) and the nominative demonstratives (INI, IYAN,
ITO). The verb in Bike' sentences that talk about a specific object
will bear (generally) one of the -ON affixes.

Consider the following examples:

(AF) NAGGIBO SIYANG KAWATAN.
He made a toy.

(OF) GINIBO NIYA AN KAWATAN.
He made the toy.

The difference between the two sentences is one of focus. In the first
sentence it is the action-doer (A000A) which is being talked about: $IYA.
In the second sentence it is the specific object - AN KAWATAN - which is
being talked about.

The pronouns are obligatorily different, since, in the first sentences
we have "He made a toy" and in the secona "The toy was made by him."
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Contrastive examples of actor focus (the focus is on the actor)

and abject focus (the focus is on the object ) :

NAGBASA AKONG LIBRO.

BINASA KO AN LIBRO.
PIGBASA

I read a book.

I read the book.

LULUTO-ON KO AN KARNE. cook the meat.

MALUTO MOO NB KAHN& I'll cook (some) meat.

NAGSUSURAT AKONG SURAT.

SINUSORAT KU AN SURAT.
PIG0USLRAT

LOBO SIYANG

GIG1BOHON NIYA AN Ka TAN.

I'm writing a letter.

Ism writing the letter.

Bel s going to make a toy.

He's going to make the toy.

The Object Focus affixes are generally used to express is the thing

which is ed."

IY0 IYAN AN LINUTO
PIGLUTO

INI AN BINAKAL ?
PIGBAKAL

That's what was cooked.

Is this what was bought?

SIYA AN HINANAP MO? Is she the one you were looking

PIGHANAP fir? ("who was looked for by

This last sentences dhows that Object Focus can also deal with persons.

For the sake of simplification it is not harmful to think that OF

generally deals with Augsas things.



Formation of Object Fecus Verbs

...past: The infix -IN- fellows the first consonant of the rest when

root begins with a consonant, precedes the mot when root
begins in a vowel:

SINURAT lit. "thing that was written"

blINASA lit. "thing that was read"

ININUM lit. "thing that was drunk"

The prefix PIG- may be added to the rest with ne change in

meaning:

PICSURAT lit. "thing that was written"

FIGSABI lit. "thing that was said"

present_ : The first syllable of the root is reduplicated before

adding -IN- or PIG-.

BINABASA lit. "thing that's being read"

PIGGIGIBO lit."thing that's being made"

GINAGAMIT lit. "thing that's being used"

PIG-IINUM lit."thing that's being drunk"

future: Reduplication of the first rest syllable - CV plus the

suffix .ON. (-HON if root ends in vowel w/o glottal stop)

GIGIB_OHON lit."thing that will be made"

LULUTO-ON lit. "thing that will be cooked,'

PUFUTOWN lit. "thing that will be cut"

IINUMON lit. "thing that will be drunk"



mr
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imperative -plus: with commands -ON"- -HON (used with pronouns M),

NINDO) or -A -HA (used without preneuns),

with negative commands PAG- and suffix -ON -'-HON.

with "plus" uses of imperative-plus (renewing

"pseud." verbs, etc.) the root plus -UN -HON is used.

GIBOHON MO DAW. Do it.

GIBOHA. Do it.

DAI NO PAGGIBOHON. Donit do it.

ANO AN DAPAT KONG GIBL,HON1 what should I do?

"What is the thing that ought to be

done by me?")

LUTU-Oh k DAW4 Gook it.

LUTO-A. Gook it.

DAI MO PAGLUDD-ON. Don't cook it.

ANO AN GUSTO NONGrLUTO-ON? What would you like to cook?

Although there is no word for "it" in Bikol, this idea is covered

by the -ON affixes, since "it" is implied by this focus when no

particular object is mentioned,

OTROHON NINDO. Repeat it.

GINIBO KO KASU-40DMA. I did it yesterday,

BINAKAL KO NA. I already bought it.

INUMON NO SANA. Just drink it.
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OBJECT FOCUS POTENTIAL: MA verbs

Just as the MAG- verbs contrast with the -UN verbs, MAKA- verbs
have their counterpart in the MA- verbs.

These MA- verbs have the same formsas the intransitive, "internal"
action series except that they alwAys take a specific object (stated
er implied), like the -Oh verbs,

past present future imperative-plus

NA- NA cv cv MA-

These MA- affixes carry the same meanings as the MAKA- affixes,

N AH ILING KO NA AN SINI.
I've already seen the movie,

GUSTO KONGrMALUTO AN BAGAS.
I want to be able to cook the rice.

MABABAKAL MD INI SA SARAN. ? (Naga)
SA-OD (Legazpi)

Can you buy this at the market?

Contrastinft sentences: MAKA- vs MA--

NAKABASA KA NANG LIBRO? Have you read a book yet?

NABASA MO NA AN LIBRU? Have you read the book yet?

hAKAKAPUTOL biNDANG hAhUY, They'll be able to cut a tree down.

MAPUPUTUL NINDA AN 4AHUY, They'll be able to cut the tree down.

DAI PA AKU NAKAHILMG NIN TAWU. I haven't seen anybody yet.
(a, man)

DAI KO PA NAHILING SU 2.410. (Legazpi)I haven't seen the man yet.
SI TAWO (Naga)
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"TH E ONE WHO° (MAG-.DIAKA-)

SISAY AN NAGSABI?
Who said/told?

SISAY AN NAGKAKANTA?

Who's singing?

AN NAGKANTA SI LITO.
The one who sang was Lite.

VS._ "THE THING WHICH" (-ON. MA-)

SISAY AN NAKASURAT?
Who has written?
AKO AN NAKASURAT.

the one who has written.

SISAY AN HASIMBAG?
Who (is the one who) will
answer?
SIYA AN HASIMBAG.
She (is the one who) will

answer.

SISAY AN NAGBABAKAL?
Who (is the one who) buys?

KAKI AN NAGBABAKAL.
We're the ones who buy.

ANO AN PIGSABI?
What was said/told?

ANO AN PIGKAKANTA?
KINAKANTA

What's being sung?

AN NAKANTA "SARONG BANGGI."
What was sung was "Sarong Banggi."

ANO AN NASURAT?
What has been written?
INI AN NASURAT.
This is what has been written.

ANO AN SISIMBAGON MO?
What will you answer?
("the thing that will be answered")
INI AN SISIMBAGON140.
This is what you'll answer.
("the thing that will be answered.")

ANO AN PIGBABAKAL MO?
BINABAKAL

What do you buy?
("the thing which is bought")

INI AN PIGBABAKAL KO.
BINABAKAL

This is what I buy.
("the thing which is bought")

SIYA AN NA( UL) INNA; IYAN AN PIGLUIt) NIYA.

He's the one who cooked; that's what he cooked.

SINDA AN MABAKAL: IYAN AN BABAKALON NINDA.

They're the one's who'll buy; that's what they'll buy.

SI LITO AN NAGIINUM; IYAN AN PIGIINUM NI LITO.

Lit.'s the one who's drinking; that's what Lit.'s drinking.



ANO AN PIGHILING MU?
lit: "What was the thing seen by you?"
English equivalent: What did you see?

ANO AN NAHILING
lit: "What is the thing which has been seen by him?"

Anglish equivalent: What has he seen?

AND AN LULUT6-ON MO?
lit: "What is the thing that will be evoked by you?"
English equivalent: What will you cook?

GINIBO KU INf KASU-1:IANGd.
lit: This was made by me last night.
English equivalent: I made this last night.

SIGEs DADARAHON KO SAN& AN VAGA KUNYAN.
lit: okay, the whatchamacallits will just be brought by me.
kiliglish equivalent; Okay. I'll just bring the whatchamacallits

SUMMARY CHART OF OBJECT FOCUS AFFIXES

vast pre sent Altura imperative-plus
I ,

i

",volitional" r -IN- -IN- t cv cv- -ON -ON ej -HON
P : -A '"4 -HA

PIG-) PIG- 4 CV

"potential"

I

(PAG- -ON) ....,

i

NA- NA I. cv - MA? cv MA- i

i
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STRUCTURAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ACTOR FOCUS AND OBJECT FOCUS SOITENCES

1. First, all sentences with a true verb will have a specific

subject. The subject may be one of the nominative pronouns or

demonstratives er a noun (or part of speech used as a noun)

marked by a subject marker.
The subject markers in standard bikol are SI before proper

names and AN before common nouns (or words used as nouns).

In Naga SI is used to mark identified common nouns; in Legazpi

SU is used to mark identified common nouns.

6o, either tue subject is (1) a pronoun (AKO, IKA, etc. INI, etc.)
or (2) it is marked by a subject marker (SI,

SU, Ab)

2. When MAG- or MAKA- (or MA- intransitive) verbs are used, the

subject is the one doing the action.
If there is an object it is generally a non-specific one, and

marked as such by -NG, or NIN (or KI, as in Legazpi.

3. When -ON or MA- (transitive) verbs are used, the subject is

the recipient of the action.
The doer of the action is either (1) one of the genetive sets of

pronouns (KO, MO, etc. KA-INI etc.)
or (2) a noun, marked by KAN (common noun)

or NI (proper name).

There are three structural differences between AF and OF full

sentences: (1) affixation (MAG-,VIAKA- vs. '-ON, MA-)

(2) actiewdeer (nominative vs. genetive)
(3) object marker (non-specific vs. specific)

(1) (

A2),MrABAKAL KO

BABAKALoN KO

(3) A
-NG mSIR. I'll buy (some/a) fish.

NIN.
KI (Legazpi)

ANr Ifix. I'll buy the fish.

SU
(

(Legazpi)
SI) (Naga)

In the first sentence the FOCUS (what the sentence is about) is
the actor - ACTOR FOCUS.

In the second sentence the FOCUS (what the sentence is about) is
the ,object - OBJECT FOCUS.
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PRONOUN S

Nominative Genetive

AKC)
SAY KA
sirk

KITH
KAMX'

KAMO,
SINDA

KO --- Md.)

MO ,

Nr1A

TA^1NYAT:0
24.1;.% NYANO

Dative

S o'N'SAKITIA

S
SA-IYA

SA16-d5ATOLA
SAMer'SAMUYA

SI NI

. NN

II (Naga)
KAY (Legazpi)

Nominative pronouns act as subjects:

Inuactiveu constructions:

"I"
Vain
"he /she"

uwe-inclusive
"we-oxclusiveu
"you-plural"
"they"

mass particles

NAGDUMAN SIYi SA TNI.
She went to Tiwi.

In ',passive', constructions:

In ',equational" sentences:

NA} ING KO SIYA KASU-BAGONG AGA.
I saw her just this morning.
(lit. "She was seen by Ea 000")

MAGAYONON sjuji. ANON?

She's very pretty, isn't she.

DOKTOR NA S_IYA.

He's a doctor now.

IKA is used alone and preceding a verb:SISAY? IKA?
Ulm? You?

/
ilA AN MADMAN.
You're the one who'll v.

KA, the short form, follows verbs and negation:

141-IBA KA?
tsan you go with (me)?

accompany

DAI KA PA NAGKAgiM
Didn't you take a swim/bath yet?
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SIYA means "he" and "she."

KIT means "we" and includis the person listening Ows-inclusivelqi

HOY, LIM. MA -ANO KIT$?

Hex Lite. What shall we (you and I) do?

KAKI means "we" but excludes the person listening ("we- exclusive")

HOY, LiTO. MARAitGA KAMI NGUNYIN NA BANGGI.

Hey, Moe We (but not you) are leaving tonight.

SI is a particle which precedes proper names occupying the subject

position of the sentence.

MAHALE SI LITO. Litols going out.

Genetive pronouns:

(1) act as the action doers in "passive" constructions.

SINURiTAN KO SUL I wrote him.

HALSMIN MO AKO. Wait for me.

DADARAH6 TA AN MGA gaga? Shall we bring the flowers?

The short forms KU, HU, TA, hi are preferred to the long forms and

always precede when there are two pronouns together:

SASABIHAR KO SIYA. x twill tell his.
110 You
TA Aler(all)

MI ,WW(exel.)

If neither proanoun in this situation is a short form, then either

word order is common:

WILING Sai NITA. He saw her.

NAHILtNG NIYA SIYA. He saw her.

For the combination ut...yeuft (KO IKA) Bikel colloquially uses TA KA.

NAHILiNG TA, KA.

DAI TA KA AANOHON.

I saw you.
I wonitcdo anything to yell.

Lharm you.
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(2) Genetive pronouns, following nouns, indicate

possession. The short ferns KO, M6, TA, MI are

preferred te NYAKO etc.

MiSAEN.S1011GANGMO? Where's your brother going?

,SI)(Naga)

NAWARIrSUZAK1 NINDA. (Legazpi)
SI (Naga)

Their child got lost.

The Dative pronouns, are used:

(1) As objects not under focus:

SIGE, A-IBA AI(0 SA_; D.
Oh, all right, I'll go with YOUA

NAGTARAM SINDA SAkO.
They talked to me.

NAGBAKAL SIYA SACK* SBA.
4KIJ(Legazpi)

She bought me a fish.

BINA& KO(SU pANeSA-IYA. (Legazpi)
LSI TIIIPAY (Naga)

I bought the brea from her.

INIk BORAX PARA SA-100.
This flower is for you(pl.).

(2) te indicate possession when preceding a noun or
standing alone:

KISAY INI? (Naga)
KiYUY INI? (Legazpi) SA6. or SAK6YA.

Whose is this? (It's) mine.

SI ALICIA AN SAK64G TUGANG.
SAKUYANG

Alicia s ray sister.
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(3) In comparisons:

SI LITA BAKONG NAGAYON AROG
Lite s not as pretty as you.

Si ALICIA PAREHO SAIYA6
Alicia's the same as her.

In "active"" constructions there will always be a nominative form.
If there is another pronoun it will be dative.

MA-IBA AKO SA-IMO.
I'll go with you.

In "passive" constructions there will allways be a genetive form.
If there is another pronoun it will be dative or nominative,

IBABAKAL KO SIYI:KI PAN.. (Legampi)
41IN TINAPAY (Naga)

I'll buy her some bread.

BINAKAL KO SU .SINGSING SAIYA.
SI '(Naga)

I bough the ring from her.

Name particles precede proper names:

SI DANILO AN HADUNAN. Wadies the one who'll P.
KI "

'KAY;DANfLOIlii. This is D.ailels.

MA41/A AK6;K4DANiii0. go
5415I)

ITINAO SAIL NI DANA°. Danile
'.1144 AN POW NI DANILO. That's

with Danilo.

gave it to her.
Danilols shirt.

MAS GAAPO SimaND. He's better leoking than

1/KAY)(Neg.) Sinbad.

SISAY AN NAG-INUM KA -INI? SI ANTONIO.

Who drank this? Antonie.
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LOCATIVE FOCUS: -AN verbs

past present Murat imnerative.aus

"vilitional"

"potential

-IN- -AN -IN --acv- -AN(

PIG- -AN, ,FIGcv- -AN),

cv -AN -AN".41AN
-I

(FAG- -AN) 1

NA- -AN NAt cv -AN Wcv -AN NA- -AN

IM11111111111.11111111111M eitawagir

When the subject of the sentence is the "person to/from whoa" or

"place trea which" an action is done, the LOCATIVE FOCUS affixes

are called for.

They
the su
"place

the same as the (Refixes, with the addition of -AN,

ftlx which adds the meaning of "person to/from whoa" or

from which" to the verbs it attaches to.

BABAYADAN "person ti whom per will be given"

PIGSASABfHAN "person to whom something is being said"

FIGSUOTAN "person to whom something was written"

SINURATAN

"person to whom" BABAYADiN MI NA SA14. IKA, SIR!

We'll repay you sir:
(lit. "You are the person to whew pay will be

given")

SINUSURAAN KO Sid NGUNYAN.
.PIGSUSURATAN
I'm writing to her now,



c

"person item whim"

"place from where"

p2q

BABAKALON KO MIL I'll buy trim him.

SUSUBLI-Ai KO SIil. I'll borrow tram him.

PIGKAKANkNiK0 AN PIXTO. (Naga)
PIZAZNAN (Legazpi)
I ate from the elate.

fINU14N NIYA
He drinks from this.

Contrasting examples: LOCATIVE FOCUS vs OBJECT FOCUS

I'll buy from him.
I'll buy his.

I already paid her.
I already paid it.

BABAKALO KO SI4.
BABAKALON KO STA.

PIGBAXLAN KO NA SI&
PIGBAYAD KO NA.

e.KO AN PLATO.
(Logaspi)

PLA
,KAKA-ONOM:zpi#11°.

IINUMiN KO INI
fINLMON KO INI:

I'll eat from the plate.

I'll eat the plate.

I'll drink from this.
I'll drink this.
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verbs will take an -AN affix (anu net .4N) when the meaning

which is ed.', Some of these are "household" verbs:

HULAS: HUG SAN MO AN MGA
Wash the dishes.

TAM: TRAF6HAN MO AN LAMSA.
Wipe/dust if the table.

SAMH6D: SAMHUDAN MO AN SALOG.
Sweep the floor.

PiHID: PAHIDAN MO AN LAMESA.
Wipe the table.

LAMPAi0: LAMPASOkAN MO AN SALOG.
Scrub the floor.

SIRA: SIRAHAN MO AN PINTS.
Close the door.

ABRI: AMMAN MO AN BINTiNA.

Open the window.

N OTE: As a locative suffix is a productive noun.omAkerl

TUKAWii (place to mut sit: a seat)

KAWATiN (place to play: playground)

DUMAIAN (place to ge)
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The LOCATIVE POTENTIAL series (MA --AN) CONVEYS THE SAME MEANINGS
as the MAKA- series with the added meaning of "person to/front whom"

amd "place !Dint where".

NATARAMAN KO NA SIM.
I've already talked to him.
(lit: He's the person to whom I've already talked.)

NABAYADAN KO NA BIYi.
I (happen to) have paid him already.
(lit: He's the person to whom...)

NATUKAWA KO NA
I've already sat in that.
(lit: That's the place on which I eat.)

NAINUMAI KO IYiN.
I've drunk that.
I happened to drink that.
I was able to drink that.
(lit: That is the place from which I have drunk.)

MASUSUBLI-AN KO SIYL
I can borrow from him.
(lit: He is the person from whom I will be able

to borrew.)

Some verbs shwa preference f ©r the MA- -.AN series (as opposed to the

-al volitional series); some of these are the verbs for mto remember,

to forget, to knowiuto :IYAVICt."

de
DAi TA KA NAROROMDOMAN.
I don't remember you.

KON NA-AdmAN KO SAgi...
If I'd only known...

SEG6R0 MALILINGAWA MO NA Kai.
Maybe you'll forget us.

STRESS CHANGES IN OBJECT FOCUS AND LOCATIVE FOCUS

With the addition if a suffix, stress shifts over one syllable:

BAKAL becomes BAKALA

SABOT becomes NASAB6TAN



"volitional"

BICNEFACTIVE FOCUS: I. verbs

past present future imperative-plus

I-IN- I-IN-cv. I*cv-. I
(TPAG)

IV

"potential" IKINA- IKINAtcv. IKA-

The fourth and last films category of Bike is the BENEFACTIVE FOCUS

(BF). It has three general uses:

(1) It expresses "person for whom" swathing is done.

IBINAKiL gIY1 AK6fKI PAN. ) (Leg.)

1NIN TBAPAXI, (Nage)

He bought some bread for me.

IDADAHA TA KANG, KAWiTAN.
ion, bring you (ter you) a toy.

(2) It is used with certain ver0 like "to toss, throw,

put up, take down, push away where the meaning is

"action away from the speaker."

IBUGTIK MO INS SA LAMiSA.
Put this en the table.

IGA6 MO SA16.
Threw it to me.

ITINAO KO SAIYA.
I gave it to him:

IMAM NO AN TVT6-0.
Tell( speak out) the truth.

IPADAR1 MO AN GLUT KU.
Send my things.

IPAKO NO SA LAN63.
Nail it to the wall.
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(3) It may be used in an instrumental sense meaning

"thing to be usedtoj fermi

IPUPUTOL KO INI.
I'll use this to cut with

for cutting.

(lit: This will be used for cutting by me)

IbINAKAL KO AN KWARTA.

I used the money for buying.

IS6KHAY mu smi, IYAN.
Just use that to comb with.

In negative commands IPAG- is used:, DAI MO IPAGAUT. Don't write it.

The potential affixes are used only with the meaning "Can be used

for in "

/
IKAKASURAT MO INING,

You can use this pencil to write with.

(lit: This pencil can be used for writing...)

IKINATAPO KU INiNG PANTO INI

I was able t use this here Sian erchief d..,:at with.



ACTOR
(1) FOCUS

(2)
OBJECT
FOCUS

(3) LOCATIVE
FOCUS
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SUMMARY CHART OF FOCUS CATEGORIES

"volitional" ',potential" "internal"

MAG- MAKA- MA-

-ON MA-

-AN MA- -AN

bENEFACTIVE
(4, I- IKA-

In the Bikel verb system there are four focus categories.

One of them firms "active" constructions and focuses in the

doer of the action - the actor. (ACTOR FOCUS).

The other three categories form "passive" constructions and

focus on the recipient of the action.

For each of the four categories there is one set of nvelitienal"

affixes and one set of potential" affixes.

There is one mxm s t of affixes used intransitively and expressing

internal action (MA -)

Additional affixes not
four categories. Other
those already presented
into one of the four cat

pre
affixe
(e.g.
epries.

sented all belong in one f these
s which may attach themselves to

A- s NAGPA- ) will ale fall
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FOCUS CONTRASTS

1. EAG-/MKA- take nen-specific, indefinite objects.
-ON /14A- take specific, definite objects.

Do you want to read a book? BiLTO KANGNAgsim NIN LIBRO?
Do you want to read the book? GUSTO MON BASAHCM AN 'Am?

Fin I haven't seen a bus yet. DAI PA AK() NAKAKILiNGNIK BUS.
I haven't seen the bus yet. DAI KO PA NAHILING AN BUS.

I bought (seme/a) fish. NAGBAOL AKONG Sla.
I bought the fish. :BINAKAL TKO AN SIRA.

LPIGB

NOTE: When placing extra emphasis on a non-specific object (e.g. repeating
something not heard), Object Focus can be used, provided the word
order is changed=

LIBRO ANBINA/iSA KO. It's a book that I read.

BUS AN PIGHAUT NIYA. It's a bus she waited fir.

2. MAG- vs. -AN.( Mbdmmt Both Actin. Focus and Locative Focus can express
"person to/from whom" and "place from which." The choice depends on
which item one whishes to talk about (focus on). Given the choice it
is generally the Locative Focus which is ohoomorft; eA,

In the following sentences AF makes the actor the subject, and LF makes
the person or place the subject.

MASUkAT AKO SAM.
SUSURATAN KO arA.

BUMAI4KA SA61
,MAGB
BAKALAN ED AKO!

NAGIN* AK6 SA OSO.
PIGIINUM KG AN BASO.

I'll write her.
1111 write ier.

(You) buy from me:

buy from mll

Pm drink %from the glass.
r'a drinking from the lam.
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3. MAC- vs Both AF and BF can express "person for whom The bhoiee

depends on which item one is talking about, the actor or the recipient

of the action. Given the chilice the Benefactive Focus is generally

preferred.

NAGBAK4L AKO KA-INI PARkSA Ail. I bought this for the child.

IBINAKAL KO KA-INI AN AKI. I bought this for the child.

NAGGIBO AKO KA-AN PARA SA-1240. I made that for you.

IGINIBO TA KA KA-AN. I made that form.

MAIMRA,AKONG KAWATAN P4RA SA-INDA. I(11 bring a try for them.

IDADARA KO S1NDANG KAMAN. I'll begin a toy for them

Bikol focuses only on ,specific subjects. If taere is only ens object in

a sentence and tnat object is non-specific, then AF (KAG-4 NAKA-) will

generally be used. If tnere are two objects (direct and indirect object)

and one of them is specific, Mau one of the "passive" constructions will

be used.

AF

More Contrasts

NAGBAeAL AK6K BAGAS. ;bought rice.
AKO AN NAGBAKAL NIN BAGAS. I was the one who bought

rice.
*Kb AN NAGBAKAL KAN BAGAS. I was the one who bought

the rice.*

PIGBAKAL

OF .BINAKAL;KO AN BA*.
NABAKAL KO AN BAGAS.

LF

I bought the rice.

I've bought
I happened to buy the rice.

I MRS able to buy

BINAKALiN. KO SIYA NIN BAGAS.
PIGBAKALAN (L9g.)

NABAKALAN KO SIT* NIN BAGAS.
KID

BF Ik3INAKAL KO Brei;NIN.BAGS
t. la )

I bought rice
from her.
I've bought/ was
able to buy/happened
to buy Ace from her.

I bought rice for her.

* expressing "X is the one who" with IviAG-/MAKA- can take a specific object.



Whs made this?
Who was this made for?

Who's the ene cooking?
What's being cooked?
Who's being cooked for?

Who'll buy?
Who'll you buy from?
Who'll you buy for?
What'll you buy?

Who's reading?
Who're you reading to?
What're you reading?

Who's the one who cut?
What did you cut?
What did you cut with?

SISAY AN NAGGIBO KA-INfi
SISAY AN IGINIBO KA-IN ?

SISAY AN NAGLUkUlb?
ANO AN PIGLULUTO?
SISAY AN ILULIAO?

SISAY AN MABAKAL7,
SISAY AN BABAKALAN MO?
SISAY AN IBABAKAL MO?
ANO AN BABAKALON MO?

SISAY AN NAGBABA
SISAY AN PIGJBABA MO?
ANO AN PIGBABASA MO?

SISAY AN NAGPUT6L?
ANO AN PINUTOL MO?
ANO AN IPINUTOL MO?

I'll buy zu the ring from him.

(1) IBABAKAL TA KA KAN SINGSiNG SAIYA.

(2) BABAKAILN KISI1SINGSIfiG SAIYA.
SI TEX'

(3) BABAKALAN KU SIYA KAN 6INGSING Paikk SAND.

We got them the book from the bookstore.ar (3)

(1) IBINAKAL MI SINDA KAN Lltao SA BOOKSTORE.

(2) BINAKAL MI SUISI LIBRO SA BOOKSTORE PikA SAINDA.

(3) BINAKALAN MI SE/SI BOOKSTORE KAN LIBRO PARA



"volitional"

"potential"

"internal"

"volitional"

",potential"

" volitional"

"potential"

"volitional"

"potential"

r-

past

NAG-

NAKA -

SUMARY MART OF MAJOR AFFIXES

present

NAG4 Cv

fUture imperative-plus

MA- MAG-

-UM- root alone

NAK1KA- MAKiKA- MAKA-

NA- Necv- Mecv- MA-

-IN-7

PIG--

-IN -.1.cv-

PIG-t cv

NA- Nkcv

ow -ON -ON/A

MAt MA-

-IN--AN;

PIG--AN

-IN -+cv-AN

PIG-p cv-AN

cw -AN -AN/-I

We cv -AN MA cv-AN MA--AN

I-IN- I -IN -cv- I-r cv I-

IKINA- IKINAt cv- IKAKA- IKA-
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RULES TO SIMPLIFY LEARNING

1. Learn the "past" forms. To make theftpresent" of volitional
firms add cv to the verb root.

2. Learn the "imperative-plus" forms. To make the "Mures'
firms add cv to the verb root.
(Exception: MA* - of the LAG- verbs)

3. Allupresent" and "past" passive volitional forms are signaled
by -IN- or PIG-.

4. Learn the Object Focus -ON firms. To form Locative focus add
-AN (and change -AN/-I for -0N/-A).

5. For every infix (-UM-, -UMIN-, -IN-) there is a common prefix
alternative (MAG-, NAG-, PIG-).

6. MAG- volitional affixes contrast with -ON, -AN, I- affixes.
MAKA- potential affixes contrast with MA-, MA--AN (and, to a

limited degre,,IKA-) affixes.

*(ftciie



ACTOR
FOCUS

OBJECT
FOCUS

LOCATIVE
FOCUS

SUMMARY OF IMPERATIVES

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE

IKAG-4 -UM-, root NAG-

-ON - HON /- A^'-HA PAG-r-ON
1-HON5

BENEFACTIVE
FOCUS

-ANev-HAN/ -Irv-HI

I-

PADS -AN '?

'FAG-

"YOU" IN COMMANDS

KA and KAM6 follow FLAG-/-UM-

MO and NINDO follow -ONAAN/I-

Pronouns are net used when command form is root alone/ -A / -I.

"LET'S" IN COMMANDS

KITA fellows MAD-.

TA fellows -ONAAN/I-

/
MAGBAKAL KITA.
Let's buy.

BAKALON TA.
Let's buy it,

/
DAI KITA MAGBAdL.
Let's not buy.

DAI TA PAGBAKAL6N.
Let's net buy it.

/ / /
BAKALAN TA SIYA DAI TA Silk PAGBAKALAN.

Let's buy from her. Let's not buy from her.

/ /
IBAKXL TA SIYA. DAI TA SIT/A IPAGBAKAL.

Let's buy for her. Let's net buy for her.



SUBJECT MARKERS

The function of subjects markers is to signal that the following
word or phrase is to be interpreted by the listener as the noun
subject.

The Standard Bikel subject markers are SI before proper nouns (names)
and AN before common nouns (or words or phrases to be interpreted as
nouns For already identified nouns Naga Bike]. uses SI and Legazpi
Bikel uses 811 before common nouns P t, . f

HA Were'N AKI KO?EN AN my child?
tSU (Leg.)

Just as there is only one subject per clause, there can be only one
subject marker per clause. If the subject of a clause is not a
pronoun (personal or demonstrative), then it must be marked by one

of the subject markers.

GOAL MARKEitO

Verb objects which are not under focus are marked by a goal marker.
Naga Bike uses -NONIN is signal a n indefinite object, while
Legazpi Bike]. uses an additional KI more frequently.

Ii)(N5ga)
MAGGiBO KIT GICAWATAN. Let's make a toy:

I (Legazpi)

IBI KO SIYA KI PAN.,(Legazpi)
IBIN KO SIYA NIN TINAPAY. (Naga)
I bought her same bread.

KAN marks specific goals not under focus=

SIYA AN NAGLULUTO KAN G6LAY.
She's the one cooking the vegetables.

SISAY AN TAIVKAN ShBAG?
Who knew the answer?
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AGENTS (ACTORS)

The agents, r actors, are the ones cloim the action.

In "active" constructions the agents - actors - are in the nominative

(AKO, IKA, etc. ).
In "passive" constructions the agents - actors - are in the genetive

(KO, MO, etc.).

The nominative agent marking common nouns is AN/SU (Leg.)/SI (Naga).

The genetive agent marking common nouns is KAN.

ANd AN PAGHUNA MO NA DAPAT GIBOHON KAN MGA FAIA-61A?

What do you think should be done by the farmers?

GINfB0 INi KAN MGA AKI.
The children did this.
This was done by the children.

KAN is also used to express "of/by /fir the." It occurs in slots

tilled by KO (genetive) pronouns.

LIMA AN KWARTO KAN HARONG
Our house has five rooms.
(Five are the rooms of our house)

SAIIMAT KAN PAGMAiTGNO MO SAKO.
Thanks for the attention you're diving me,
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NEGATIuN

1. DA-I (transcribed DAf) negates all

DAi SIYA MiDUMAN..
NAGDUDWAN.
NAGDUKAN.

DAIAKAMAGDUWIL
HABO KONG MAGDUMN.

forms of verbs.

He won't go.
He deesn't ge.
He didn't ge.
Don't got
I don't want to v.

In Legazpi DAf also negateadeictics and existential sentences.
In Naga this is done by MAYO.

DAING KWiTA. There isnot any money. (Les.)
MAYONG KW RTA. There isn't any money. (Naga)

DASINDi,Di4DI. They aren't here. (Leg.)
MAY SINLIA D/GDI. They aren't here. (Naga)

2. BAKO negates mum nouns, pronouns, fildiectives, adverbs, and
demonstratives The linker -NG which connexts BAKO to the
abevementioned may be dropped to give emphasis.

A
BAKO SIYi. It's net him.

BAKO MAGAY6N. It's not pretty.

BAK6NGAiAM. It's not a dog.

BAK&G MA-INfTON. It's not very het.

ale) lgi. It's not this one.

BAKO SI MARIA. It's net Maria.

MGA LIBRO INi BAKONGMAGABIT.
These books aren't heavy.

NAHILING KO KASU43ANGGis BAKANI PALAN NAGAI*.
I saw her last nightshels net as pretty after all.



HABle is the negative form of GUSTO and means "don't want to/ don't
like to." It may be used as a one-word response:

GL' STu KANG NAG-IBA? HABN
Do you want to go with me? No, I don't want to(;

Slav SHINE? HAllo.

Sir, (do you want a) shine? No (I don't want one),

}LALJ KUNG NOB/LYLE.
don't want t' dance.;
don't like to dance.;

INDA negates "know," and may be used as a one-word response:

NLUMAN DAW SINDA? INDA.

"I wonder if taey'll go: "I don't know,"

In Legazpi BAI (BA-I) is used in certain /expressions:

/.
bed SAN*. Never mind (a standard refusal, equivalent

to "oh, no thank you, don't bothet)

BAIKA KA-Altil. Don't do that.

DAW DfAh. top that.

In Naga, HA A is a literary neLative used only in church services as
idommigx and is the common "Thou shalt not" used in the commandments.

Ai



The linker -NG /NA connects:

LINKSIS

(1) nouns and adjectives: LIBRUNG FULA (red book)

SARONG, LIBRO (one book)

TOGANG NA LALAKI (brother)

MARRA! NA AGA (good morning)

-NG attaches to noun/adjective ending in a vowel;

NA follows nouns/adjective ending in a consonant or

diptheng.

(2) "pseudo" verbs to verbs. Only .911G, is used, and it

precedes the verb and attaches only to words ending

in a vowel or glottal etsp.

GUSTO AKO KUVINGrMAGDUMiN.
I'd really like to go (but )

PUiDE KANGMAKADUMAN?
Will you be able to go?

But: GUSTO KO MAN MAGAT646
I want to get tan (black).

(3) demonstratives followed by nouns:

INiGPULi (this red one)

ITSNG MGA KUNYAN
(those whatchamacallits)

(4) existential particle and nouns:

IGWA PANG MR (There's still beer.)

DAiNG l AGOM. (There isn't any
MAYON&

N A serves as a conjunction ("that/ which/ who") linking clauses:

AN SINAS1 KU NA....ohat I said Was that...
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EXI6UNTIAL biANTSNG4.5

it xistential sentences express the heaninz "There is/are

In standard aka HAY and IGWA both express this in statements

and questions,

MAY SARI) SANA. There is just me.

MAY DUWA PA. There are two more,

I' WANG Lain.
MAY There are /were three boys,

II

IGNANG
MAY)TUBIG DYAN? Is there water there

Both Ea.Y and IGWA express singularity and plurality in

and future meanings,

present, past,

A linker -N G joins IGWA to nouns, immediately preceding them; MAY

is not linked to nouns,

WANG TUBB? Is there ( y) water?

IGWA PA DAANG TUBIG. There's still (some)
water, they say.

Only IGWA may be used for a one-word affi

MAY MANI? IGbvA.

"hr a there (any)

rmative response:

peanuts?" "Yes, there are."

Did (in Legaizpi) and MAYO (in Naga
they are linked by -NG to nouns=

DAINGTJWO
MAYONG!:

There i.

) negate existential sentences;

D1CDI. (Log.)

(Naga)
It anybody here,

MArBURAT DYAN? DAi,(Log.)
MAYO. (Naga)

here a letter there? N. there isn't any.
N., there isn't any.

1st



TO HAVE

nto haven is expressed in Hikel by MAY/ IGWA plus a nominative
subject. The -NG linker precedes the noun possessed=

IGWA MOM Lbw. I have a book.
MAY IIHRO

IOWA SIYANG TUGANG. She has a brother/sister.
NAY TUGANG SIYA.

IGWA KANG Do you have any soap?
MAY SAWN KA?

Note the difference in word order when MAY and IGWA contrast.

The above examples illustrate the common way of showing possession
of an indefinite object. nTo haven a specific object may be expressed
by NASA plus a dative subject:

NASA SAID AN Limo NA ITINAO KO.
You have the book I gave yeu.

NASA SAiYA AN DATA.
She has the money.

4



DEICTICS

beictica are words meaning "here, there." Standard Bikol has

three sets of them.

Directional Pointing Location&

"Here"

"There (by you)"

"There (far from
us)"

DiCDI HUNG ANi-ON

DYAN HUYAN NYi-ON ~Y.(-ON

DUNIA'N HUTO ITO-ON
e

The direction set is used to tell where you are going, have been,

and have not been (it negates location)s

MASAEN KA? D1CDI BANA.
Where are you going? Just hers.

SAN KA HALE? DUMAN SA DAGAT.
Where have you been? There at the sea.

DAISIYA DiGDI KASU-ODA.
She wasn't here yesterday.

These deictics are also used as verbs to mean "be here, be there,

come (here) "and (there)":

NGAiA TA DAf KA MlbUMAN?
Why aren't you going to go?

KON NAGDIDIGDI SIYi, NAGTATAdo saw A.
Whenever he comes they hide.

The second set of deictics is used in pointing out:

HiCILN AN LIBRC KO? HINAN.

"Where's rey. book?" "There iit is (by you)."

HUM.
"Here it is."

hUTU.
"There it is (over there)."

In sci:Je dialect areas the ki is not pronounced.



The location set of deictics express "be here/ be there" with
reference to a,ny time.

EILEN ANI -ON.
Where is he? He's here.

NYA-UN~ YA-ON
He I s there (by ;Pm).

Hess tiisre (far froLL us).

Another wary of saying the same thing:

ANI-ON
14YA-ON SILL DUN.
ITO-ON SItA DU AN.

In answering the question SAEN KA ICASU-0DMA?
Where we's you yesterday?

and direction sets are used: ANI-ON or DIGOI.
YA-ON or DYAN,
ITS-ON or DUNLN.

both location



DEICTICS

Deictics are words meaning "here, there."

three sets of them,

Directional Pointing

Standard Bikel has

Locatimal

"Here" DIGDI HUNW ANION

"There (by you)" DYAN RUYAN NIA-ON ^-li-ON

"There (far from
us)"

DUNiN HUTO
/

ITO-ON

The direction set is used to tell where you are going, have been,

and have not been (it negates location)s

MASAEN KA? DIGDI DNA.
Where are you going? Just hers.

SAiN KA HALE? DUMAN SA DAGAT.

Where have you been? There at the sea.

DAt SIYA DiGDI KASU-0Da.
She wasn't here yesterday.

These deictics are also used as verbs to mean "be here, be there,

come (here) landog (there)":

NGAik TA DAf KA MbUMAN?
Why aren't you going to go?

KON NAGDIDIGUI SIYA, NAGTATAdb SINgi.

Whenever he comes they hide.

The second set of deictics is used in pointing out:

HA.Z AN LIBRG KO? HUYAN.

"Where's my book?" "There ist is (by you)."

MUNI.
"Here it is."

HUTU.
"There it is (ever there)."

sclJe dialect areas the H is not pronounced.



"This"

DEMONSTRAT/VES

Nominative Dative
. .
- DI i - KA-IN1 .- -

"That (near - lYiiN^# AN - KA-IYAN ~ KA-LI:
you) 11 -

/ -
"That ( far - ITO - KA-I'D5 -
from us )11 - - -

- - --....

demonstratives
The nominative ;ammo= are used where the nominative pronouns
are used; likewise, the dative demonstratives occupy the same
slots filled by the dative pronouns.

ANO INI? What's this?
ANS31Yr.; What's that (near you)?

ANO IT('? What' s that (far from us)?

Li4AU INI. This is a book.
III

ARA IXAN/AN. That's a Hewer.
IYAN bURAK.

HRUNG ITC'''. That's a house.

INING B6RAK This flower
IY4N NA,BURAK That flower
ITONG tYRAF, That flmwobr

TPA IqG MGA B These flowers
91 VA MGA, URAK These flowers

ITONG MGA BURAK Those flowers

GUSTO KO IN 4G PULA., I like this red one.
IYAN NA PyLA that
ITONG PULA that

Demonstratives are linked to following nouns by - NG /NA.

*This is the coalmen word order



The dative series:

GUSTO KONG MAGgiSA KA-INf /

KA-ITO/KA-AN
KA-ITO

I want to read this
that
that (Over there)

GIBaluK NU AOG /
KA-If AA -AN
KA-I

Do it like tnis
that
that

HAS) Alio KA-1144
KA-If9JAA-N
Ka-ITO.

I Wrist like this (one).
that (one)
that (one)

AN is a short for of IYAN and is never sentence initial.
KA-AN is a short form of KA-IYAN, and, like most short ferns, may
be expected as the mere frequently used alternative where standard
aikel is spoken,
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ADJECTIVES

There ire three major categories of adjectives, with regards
to affixes.

(1) Adjectives made up of root alone: ,DAK614
M)DA .

Sap
SALA
TAMA
POBRE
GADAN
Bt HAY

BiG0
LUMP.

EMO

(2) Adjectives with a MA- prefix:

(3 )

NAGAYON
MARIBOK
MALIPOT

MALMIG
HALM
MA-IL IT

much, many, a lot
large, big
small, little
wrong, incorrect
*right, correct
poor
dead
alive
new
old
expensive
cheap
...and others

pretty, beautifUl
noisy
cold, cool
clean
"weak"
hot
...and others

Adjectives (describing demensions
of length, depth, distance...)with HA- prefix:

HALAGKAW
HABAAAH
HABABM
HARAYO.

MBA=

tall, high,

short, low
deep
shallow
far
close, near
...and others

The prefix MAKA- indicates "causing x" when forming an adjective from

a noun base; e.g. MAKA)ONDO, saddening, pitifUl (causing sadness)
MAKA-ANQGOT maddening (causing anger)
MAKA-ATI revolting
MAKAIYAM annoying, boring
MAKA-OGMA enjoyable
MAKAPAGAL tiresome
MAKASUPOG embarrassing



X IS ER THAN Y

X IS THE EST

AS X AS

X IS LIKE Y

CUMPAKISUNS

SI mAaik MAS MAGAY6N SA. (Naga)
(Leg.)

Harial s prettier than Rosa,

bAS LAGAY6N SIYkKisA t (Naga)

KAYS (Leg.)
ales prettier than me,

INING Lim° INI hAS MAGABA/tiCKI (Naga)
YSA) (Leg.)

This book is heavier than that one,

SIYA AN PINAKAMAGAY6N.
She's the prettiest..

INI AN PINAKAMAGAdi,
This is the heaviest.

SI ALicIA KAPARIHO KAGAY6N NI ROSA.
Alicia's as pretty as Rosa,

/
11." 14SIYA KAGAYUN SAKO.

0G )
-She's as pretty as le,

INING LIBRO INI; KAGABki KA4c N,

G
This book is as heavy as that one,

SI LITA PARgHOKI OUSITA/ bAKO.
/KAY)

Lita's like hosita/ like me.

SI aLIGIASTAR RUSA/

Alicia's 14ke Rosa/ mo,

ININGLIBRIPAR4i0 KA-IY
GARI/GARO IYAN.

This book is like that one.
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VERY X

55

COhhimibONS (cnt.)

c6fRING KAY (IAA.)
SI HILA riAKONGIUGAIONsta,OG ) KI ALICIA/ bAel.
Rosa is not as pretty as Alicia/ me.

INING LiBRO BAKoNG MAGABA561kIIKA-IYAN.
ROG

This book isn't as heavy as that me.

MAGAY0opretty, beautiful
MAGAYONON very pretty, very beautiful

MARIB4 noisy
MARIBOKON very noisy

HARAY0 far
HARAYO-ON very far

DAKUL many, much
DAKISLON very many, very much

Expressing woueration:

tMAGAYUN hIN DIIT (Nada)
KI DIIT (Leto)

A little bit patty

FATAL SIYANG DIIT (Leg.)
KADIKIT (Naga)

She's a little stupid.

MEDYO MAGAYON
kind of pretty

MAGAYON -WON
kind of pretty

kind f hot, a little hot



Some common

NOUNS

noun affixes are

KUNYAN' KUYAN
are forms of a
quicklyquIckly found.
word classes.

In
as

KA-
KA- -(H)AN

-(H)AN denoting "place where"

TAG- denoting "owner"

TIG- denoting season, time of year

TAGA- denoting "native of."
TAGA-, PARA- denoting trade, livelihood

PARA- denoting habitivA: " sr"

PARASIGARILYO
PARADO
PARA-g,TIK

PARAS9GAL
PARABAYLE

FILLER WORDS

smoker
cheater
her
gambler
dancer

(and, where tnere has been a Tagalog influerft -KUWLN)

word used as a fills when the word sought cannot be
It may substitute for a word from any of the major

NAHILING. MU SI ACUNIA?
Did you see Whats-his-name?

Did KO PA NAKAKUNYAN
I haven't been able to whatchmacallit yet.

the Legazpi area ESTE may be heard as a betitation word ("uh")

well as "AN6"

KASU,ARfN KA...ANO...NAGDUMA SA...ANO, SA
OPISINA?

When did you...uh...go to the..uh..office?



-NO as a verb

LA-ANO KA? What are you going to do?

NAG-AANU KA? iihat are you doing?

NAG-ANU KA? What did you aP?

KANGA-ANU SIYA? MAMAMAKOL? What's he going to do? Whip you?

NANGANO SIYA? What did he do?

NA-ANO SIYA?

NA -AANO KA?

What happened to him?
What was wrong with him?

What's wrong with you?
4hat's with you?
What's hakTening to you?

MA-AANU KA? What's going to happen to you?

AANOHON KA NIYA? What's he going to do to you?

DAI MAN IKA NIYA AANOHON. He isn't going to harm you.
do anything to you.

INANO KA NIYA? What did he do to you?

PIG-AANO KA NIYA? What's he doing to you?



MITICS

Enclitic particles are particles which ay not occur alone or
sentence initial. These particles are of extremely high frequency
and occur quite liberally throughout any colloquial conversation.
Singly and in combination they are the spices that flavor normal
utterances.

NA 'already, now..(not in the maverbial sense)
hAbINI KA NA?
Are you doing to 0 to the movies now?

SiGE, TAPOS NA Aid.
Okay, I'm finished now.

NASURATAN KO NA Snit.
I have already written her.

ip

PA still, yet, else, keep on Kin

NAGKAKAWAT PA SIYA?
Is he still playing?

DAI PA SIYA NAGDIGDI.
He hasn't Dome yet.

AO PA? SISAY PA?
What else? Who else?

MATRABAHO PA AKU.
1(11 keep on working.

DAA (pronounced Da4)"he says, they say, according to them' (reporting infor-
mation; indicating that what is _said is indirect discourse, reported speech)

IKA DAA AN MATAO KAN PREM.
You're the one, they say, who'll give the prize.

DAA
DAI PAINAG-ABOT AN BARKO.
The boat hasn't arrived yet, they say.

MAKARAWO DAA Ah MGA DUMAN.
They say the kids there are mischeivous,



DAW

MAN
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expresses doubt "I wonder"; softens commands, questions;

suggests a dare.
NGATA DAW TA DAI NAGDfGDI SI ILUMINADA?

I wonder why Iluminalia didn't come.

GII HA DAW INI.
Do this.

"KAGAZ6N AKO MAG-ENGLISH) "SIGE DAW."

"I speak English beautifully." Okay, go ahead." (a

dare: Okay, go ahead: let's see,' show me, prove it)

also, too; softens commands, emphasizes statement if fact.

MibUKAN MAN AKO.
I'll go too.

PAW expresses surprise at discovering something new . "Ah,

"by the way;" discovering one has been wrong and agreeing that

the new information is correct.

KLA
0 LiLIA, AI-ON CA
Oh, Lilia, so you're here!

SISAY Pi1LAN AN KAIR113A KU?
Who was your companion by the way?

vgOOD MORNINGAIR. 0, HAPON PALANI"
Good morning, sir. Oh, it's afternoonll

SANA just, only (LANG/LimANG, from ' Tagalog, are also used)

PIRANG BIR AN GUS TO MO? DUNA Mi.
How many beers do you want? Just two.

0, PARA. DIGDI SANA AKO/ DIGDI LANG AKO.

Oh, stop. I'll Just get off here.



N GANI

LUGOD

BAGA

KUTA

z).

SI
ANC) NA NGANI SU MAO MO?
What was your name again?

IYO NA NGANI.
precisely, yes.

SISAY NA NGANI?
Who did you say it was? (when something is forgotten)

"hope,

MGRAHAY NA MAN LUGOD SINDA.
I hope they'll get better now.

"you known (an aside); used for emphasis - "indeed"

SIY RAGA AN MAIUNTA DIGDI.
She's tae one, you know, who'll sing here.

IYO BABA.
Yes, of course.

nwould,..(but); "would have.... (but)"

MA-IBA AKO KUTA PERO...
I would like to,go, but...

KUTA
MADUMAN.-SIYA KASU-BANGGI, PERO
She wn. ld have gone last night, but...

ANION NA SIYA.
ANION PA SIYA.
ANION DAA
ANION DAW SIYA?
ANION BAGA SIYA.
ANION PALAN SIYA.
ANION MAN SIYA.
ANION SANA SIYA.

Minimal contrasts

He's here new/already.
He still here.
H els here, they say.
I wonder if he's here.
He's here, Ylknew.
So he's here:

He's here, too.
He's Just here.



SIGE.
UGE NA.
SIGE PA.
SIGE DAA.
SIGS DA101

SIGE NGANI.
IMOD.

110 NA.

IY0 DAA.
IY0 DAW?
IY0 DAW.
IY0 MAN...
IY0 HAW
IY0 NGANX.
IY0 MANANGGAB.
A, IY0 PALAN1

r.

1E)

OKAY/ All right.
Go ahead (permission); Gomm (coaxing).

Keep on/ keep going/ go on.

Okay, all right they say.
Okay, let's see (a dare)
Oh, comonl! (urgent coaxing;. wheedling)

Okay, the hell with it/
All right, go the hell ahead (angrilicy and

impatiently giving into a request).

Yes, I have (she has, etc.; response to a

question in the past form showing action has

already been done).
Yes, they say.
Really?
Yes (atreement).
Yes... but uncertain)
Yes, of course: Yeell
Yes (although not pleased about it).

Yes, it's really, really true.
Oh yes! (discovering/ remembering something

forgotten) Oh yes! (you're right,

after all).
Yes, I'd like to (but )

Enclitic particles have further uses in idiomatic

expressions:
MAYOY

ANA PA? DAI;NA.

Volut else? Islothir4; morel nothing else.

RAI SANA. Never mind/ don't bother.

LUTO -ON MD NA SANA. You might as well cook it.



"PSEUDO" VERBS

Some of the verbs that act as "helping" verbs, remain uninflected,
and are Allowed by the imperative-plus affixes are

GUSTO want to/ like to

HABO don't want to/ don't like to

KAIPOHAN need to

TATAO know hew to

PUiDE can/ may

aPAT should/ ought to

These verbs are linked to the following verbs by -N% which occurs
just -before the inflected verb:

GUSTO :MG NAGICLWAT.

I want to play.

HABO NrthG GIB6HON.
He doesn't want to make it.

Although GUSTO and HABO may be followed by either nominative or
genetive pronouns, only KO is used for "I."
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PA- Causative

PA- is a causative particle used in both active and passive
constructions meaning "cause to " and generally translated
as "let/ ask to/ make/ have/ allow to 11 This is a quite

productive affix.

PADISPONiRA NA SIYA NIN MIKE.
Let him wet a microphone.

INIMAN NA KOND6KTOR NA INI PARA
KAHOY MAPABAYAD PA.
This conductor, just for that wood
will still have you pay 1.

rake you pay
cask you to pay)

SAN PA MAN DAW PAPATUKAWON?
I wonder where they would be seated (MUM to sit
down; PATUKAW, cause to sit - to seat).

14NO NA, MAPAI.tJNAD PA:
We're full already and they stilllet more rides i

:allow to ride

4' The examples en this pace came from Speakina &loll, a

book of lively Legazpi mnversations put together by

Ray Mayer.

*Notice the reduplication ..16 PA rather than cv.

its
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PLURALITY

NOUNS: The plural marker MGA (pronounced MAN( i) precedes nouns:

MGA BURAK flowers

XGA Aid children

ADJECTIVES: Though infrequent, a reduplication of the first syllable of

adjective roots expresses plurality:

KAGAGAYUN KAN MGA BlKIULANAI
How beautiful Bikel girls are:

When KITA, KAMI, or SINDA refers to more than two people an

optional plural marker -LW- is added to the root. R plus the

first vowel is infixed after the root's first syllable:

VERBS:

hAKARAWAT NA KITO
Shall we play now?

TUMIR/NDOG NA 4A)tos MGA AKI.
Stand up now, children.

A"

NAGDADABALAGAN SINDA.
They're running.

lihen the root begins in L, -RV- precedes the root and, where

cv is called for, is reduplicated rather than the cv of the root.

MARALANGOY NA KAMO?
Are you all going to swim now?

This -RV- indicating a plural agent is of frequent use, though

not obligatorily used.

* kiati is 411 accepted abbreviated form of AANGM:
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DIRECTICNAL LARK R: SA

SA, cepending en the context, can be used in a locative sense to
mean flat, in, to, on, film, by, with."

NAGBAKAL SIYA SA SkOD. (Leg.
SADAN. (Naga

He bought at the market.

NAGESTAR SIYA SA HARONG NI.
He lived in our house.

NAGHALAT SIYA SA KANTO.
He waited ©n the corner.

NICAMItailMARRONITMONaan
ilkilkaUULAXXXILLUUUCXXIQL

NAGSUBLI SIYA SA GUKANG.
He borrowed from the old man.

NAG -AGI SIYw SA KAY SIMBAHaitl.
He passed br the church.

NAG-IBA SIYA SA Aldo
He went with the little boy.

Bike). does, when called for, express location more explicit'y:

SA ITAAS

SA BABA

SA IRAROM

SA GILID

SA LAOG

SA LUKAS

SA IBABAW

SA TAHAW

above, upstairs

below, downstairs

underneath

beside

inside

outside

on top of

between



EXCLAMATORY SENTENCES

Exclamatory sentences - "HOW 1" are formed by adding
KA to the!adjective,root and using genetive forms following:

adverb
KA-ATAB MO! How early you are.

KAHALANGKAW NI JON! How tall Jon is.

KATABILAN NI AIDA! How talkative Aida is.

KALINIG KAN HARUNG NINDA(1 How clean their
house is.

KAPATAL KAN MGA ESKUELA1 The pupils are se
dumb!

KADAKUL KAN TAWU DIGDI1 There are so many people
here!

.

VOWEL aLISION

In the future aria imperative forhis of -UN, -AN verbs there is
often a dropping of the final vowel in roots that are stress final:

HILiNG becomes HIHILNG6N ( will be seen)

KAPUT becomes KAPTiN (hold!)

SUNUD becomes SUSUND6N (will be followed)

KU-A becomes KWA'6N (get)

TURD becomes TUIRXN (teach) (Legazpi)



POLITE FORMS

A
PO (sir, malan)is much used in the Naga area to show respect.
When an utterance is not heard and needs t be repeated, the
listener's PO? (Sir/Malam?) r AN6 P0? (What, sir/ma'am?) is
considered much more polite than merely saying AN6? (What?).

In the Legazpi area TABI ("please"") is/Ithe most frequent polite
form. The equivalent of PO? and ANC) P0? in Legazpi is T6B1? (Please?
i.e. Would you please repeat what you said.) and AN6 TABI? (Pardon me,
what?).

In imperatives MJ and PAKI- prefixed to verbs add politeness:

PAKISIK HA MAN WI AN PINtb.
mould you please close the door?

Next on the scale would come -

Sakti, MAN TABI AN PINTO.
Please close the door.

The inclusion of MAN or DAW softens commands:

SIRAHAIMAN(AN
DAW

Would you close the door?

The placement of 00, along with tone of voice, can show either
respect or disrespect.

A / /
MAHIGU/SON KA PC) DAA MAW.
They say you' re, ,a hard wirker:

MAHIGUSON KA DAA MAW P0.

The secenq sentence, with different intonation and different place-

ment of PO can be used to make fun of someone.



Off kiscellaneous affixes

MA--AN: (locative focus potential) affected by elements of the weatner.

NA-0/04NAN KAM.
We were caught in/by the rain.

NA- INITAN AKO.
I felt hot/ warn.

NABANGGIHIN ;LINDA.
They had to stay overnight (They were "benighted.")

-PARA- to do X "too much/ so much/ continually"

NAGPARA-IN6M AKO.
I drank too much,

se much.

DAI KA MAGPABATARII.
Don't talk so much,

DAI MO PAGPARAPIRITA AN Mike
Don't keep on forcing those who don't want to,

MAKI- "fend of"

NAKIDLLGE "fond of sweets"

11AKIWAAK "fond of flowers"

AlbAlJA.E. "Zona of girls"

PAKA- with verb root followed by genetive: "after"

PAKAHALE NI PEDRO, NAG-ABOT SI MAKING.
After Pedro left, Making arrived.

PAG- with verb root followed by genetive: "As soon as"

PAG-ABUT NIYA TOWS as soon as she arrives (future)

PAG-ABOT NIYA as soon as she arrived (past)

with verb root following an inflected verb:

AKO MAG-IBA KITA AIHILING?
Shall we go together and see it?

(FAG- above could also be NAG-)


